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Traveling Salesperson Problem

■ Given a list of points and the distances between each pair of points, 
what is the shortest possible route that visits each city and returns to 
the origin point?
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20 (Canvassers) * 7 (Minutes a day saved) * 5 (Days a week we canvass) * 6 
(weeks)

4200 Minutes
70 Hours

3 Extra Days of Canvassing



Alaska House of Representatives 
District 1 Results





Goals of this Application

■ Allow users to send in a list of addresses into my application.

■ Allow them to choose a specific starting point.  

■ Return to the user the list of addresses sorted in the order for them to 
visit, to optimize time.
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Application Programming Interface 
(API)

■A set of subroutine definitions, 
communication protocols and tools 
for building software.



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opte_Project
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■ The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose 
(freedom 0).

■ The freedom to study how the program works, and change it so it 
does your computing as you wish (freedom 1). Access to the source 
code is a precondition for this.

■ The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help others (freedom 
2).

■ The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others 
(freedom 3). By doing this you can give the whole community a 
chance to benefit from your changes. Access to the source code is a 
precondition for this.

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.en.html

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.en.html
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Address 2

Address 3

Address 4

13 Gore Rd. Lyman, ME 04076

123 Bridge St Waterboro, ME 
04061

58 West St. Alfred, ME 04065

697 Ross Corner Rd. Shapleigh, ME 
04174
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Frameworks & Programming Languages

■ Programming Language – The vocabularies developers use to build 
applications and tell a piece of software what to do, how to do it, and 
when to do it.
– E.g. JavaScript

■ Framework - The foundation on which software developers can build 
programs for specific platforms.
– Frameworks are written in a programming language.
– E.g. React

https://www.stackoverflowbusiness.com/blog/the-difference-between-programming-frameworks-and-languages

https://www.stackoverflowbusiness.com/blog/the-difference-between-programming-frameworks-and-languages
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Transpiling

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44931479/compiling-vs-transpiling

The process of taking the source code written in one language and rewriting it into another language

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44931479/compiling-vs-transpiling








■it is referred to as an external script (from another page).
■it declares an array more than 50 elements long.
■it defines a named entity (function or method) that calls anything other than a primitive.
■it defines a named entity with more than three conditional constructs and loop construction.
■code outside of named definitions calls anything but primitives and functions defined further 

up in the page.
■code outside of named definitions contains more than three conditional constructs and loop 

construction, total.
■it does Ajax calls.
■it alters the DOM.
■it uses dynamic JavaScript constructs that are difficult to analyze without interpreting the 

program.
 .

A JavaScript script is not trivial 
if…

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/javascript-trap.en.html



https://www.gnu.org/software/librejs/









The Java Trap
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Development Kit

■  a set of tools, libraries, relevant documentation, code samples, 
processes, and or guides that allow developers to create software 
applications on a specific platform.



OPEN JDK / Oracle JDK



■ Oracle’s JDK
– Developers can use it freely in development and testing.
– If you use it in production, you must pay for it.

■ Open JDK
– Free Software



■ Oracle’s JDK
– If you are using Oracle’s JDK, you will get updates and supports.

■ Open JDK
– Oracle will not provide any new updates to past versions.





https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
https://towardsdatascience.com/visualize-programming-language-popularity-using-tiobeindexpy-f82c5a
96400d

https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
https://towardsdatascience.com/visualize-programming-language-popularity-using-tiobeindexpy-f82c5a96400d
https://towardsdatascience.com/visualize-programming-language-popularity-using-tiobeindexpy-f82c5a96400d
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■ Your Maps API Implementation must be accessible to the general 
public without charge and must not require a fee-based subscription 
or other fee-based restricted access.

■ You must conspicuously display the "powered by Google" attribution 
(and any other attribution(s) required by Google in the Maps APIs 
Documentation) on or adjacent to the relevant Service search box and 
Google search results.
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My Licensing



My Licensing

You cannot use my program to benefit Republican 
candidates or the Republican Party Committee



My Licensing

You cannot use this program to benefit Republican 
candidates or the Republican Party Committee



What I Learned

■ Ensuring your applications provide free access to their APIs is critical 
for the development of free software.  If you are using an API that is 
not a free, no one can use your program freely.  Since there are so 
many interconnected devises, it is easy for your software to get 
"infected".  To prevent it from "infecting" other people, you must take 
responsibility and do an audit through your integrations.

■ It's not enough to provide access to code.  You must provide it in the 
original framework that you wrote it in, not a transpiled version that is 
obscured.

■ It is more important to protect a user’s freedom rather than protecting 
how your application will be used.



Questions
?
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